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Associated Students, or HSU. The views and content of the Lumberjack are
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Thirty minutes before the tsunami was supposed
to hit, cars parked on the bluffs behind the Trinidad
Head Lighthouse. People set up lawn chairs and
picnics and squeezed in for the best view of the
shore. The ironic side effect of the tsunami alert
system was apparent; people flocked to the coast,
rather than away from it.
A magnitude 8.8 earthquake struck Maule,
Chile on Saturday and left parts of the country in
devastation. Unlike the earthquake in Haiti, the
Chilean earthquake resulted in tsunami warnings and
evacuations all across countries in the Pacific Ocean.
The West Coast and Alaska Tsunami Warning
Center issued a tsunami advisory, which is less
severe than a tsunami warning, for the West Coast. It

was predicted to hit the North Coast at 1:30 pm, 15
hours after the earthquake. Dozens of people flocked
to the shore hoping to see the wave that traveled

MISSION STATEMENT
We strive to act as a watchdog of those instituting policy that affects
students and their surrounding communities.
We are a newspaper for
students, by students. Our goals are honesty, accuracy and originality in
reporting. We will hold ourselves accountable for errors in our reporting.
We invite all readers to participate.

This is your newspaper.

Staff Writer

SPORTS
CCAA Tournament
Workout Guide

Scott-Goforth

Be a part of it.

CONTACT US
Send Letters to the Editor, guest columns, story ideas, press releases, general
opinions,
and corrections to: Office: 707.826.3271 Fax: 707.826.592|
Calendar: lumberjack.calendar@gmail.com
Opinion: lumberjack.opinion@gmail.com
Feel free to stop by the office in Gist Hall Room 227 at Humboldt State University,
| Harpst Street, Arcata, CA, 95521

across the Pacific Ocean.

The sun shone over the calm waters of Trinidad
harbor. A slight swell occasionally rung the bell on a
buoy. Hundreds of yards offshore, the water turned
a murky brown from sediment stirred up by the past
few days of rain.

Emergency crews blocked roads to the beach.
A Trinidad animal control officer prevented people
from entering the state park. He said the tsunami
warning siren had gone off earlier in the morning.

Tibora Girezyc-Blum, an Arcata resident who had
planned to enjoy the sun at the beach, was turned
away by the roadblocks. Settling for a higher perch,
she didn’t seem put out. “It’s nice just to look at the
ocean.”

Sean Wilson, a firefighter stationed in Trinidad,
said extra precautions were taken due to the amount
of tourists and the warm weather. He said, “Keeping

For advertising rates or to reserve ad space, contact the Lumberjack
Advertising Department at:
Office: 707.826.3259 | Fax: 707.826.5921
E-mail: LINPads@humboldt.edu

*‘Corporations’ was misspelled on our cover. We apologize to any corporations
who were offended

¢The March In March story was mistakenly advertised as being on page 4,
instead of 3

If you have any Corrections contact us:

Office: 707.826.3271 | Fax: 707.826.5921
E-mail: thejack@humboldt.edu
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people off the beaches on a nice day is hard to do.”
Brian Shiro of the Pacific Tsunami Warning
Center in Hawaii said the alert system went well.
“Overall everything ran smoothly.

:
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It was a gre<
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end-to-end test of the system.” The first Pacific-wide
tsunami since 1964 helped the agency tweak and
enhance the system on a broad scale.
ae
ae
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The San Francisco
Chronicle reported that waves
generated by the earthquake killed four people on
Robinson

Crusoe

Island, 410 miles off the coast of

Chile. Elsewhere in the Pacific Ocean, the effects
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After the earthquake in Chili,a tsunami warning was
issued. Pictured here is the crowd in Trinidad, waiting for
anything to happen. | Grant Scott-Goforth

were less pronounced.
Along the Humboldt coast, the tsunami
heightened swells by about one foot and increased
wave frequency. Wilson watched from the entrance
of the harbor parking lot and thought he noticed a
change in the swell.

From high above Trinidad Harbor, the effect was
unnoticeable. What was tangible was the coramunity
>
;
feck
:
of the event. Driven by curiosity, a diverse group
of people stood and watched. Disappointed surfers,
rescue personnel, thrill-seekers, and townspeople
alike came to see the aftermath of nature’s power.
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Grant Scott-Goforth may be contacted
at thejack@humboldt.edu

Sound like a bad idea to you!
See our editorial on page i6!
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at HSU
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it.

Gallardeo has been using a fouryear

plan ever

since he was put

than underclassmen, they require
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Robert

Snyder
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from

juniors

and
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seniors getting

15 to 18 units,

while

only

freshmen

get six to

nine
Even

though

get to register

seniors will

still

for classes earlier

set of classes

that

underclassmen aren't ready for yet
Along with the new unit
cap change, new additions have
been made in Peoplesoft to help
ensure that students get the classes

that they need.
recognizes

The system now

if a class

needs

a

pre-requisite, and does not allow
students to take classes that they
are not

prepared

for.

Adviser holds will also appear
online for every student's account
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Sophmore wildlife major
Chloe Joesten recently heard about
the new unit cap. She didn't know
that that the
weekend before the
new semester starts, it will go back
up to the usual 19 units. Now she
says that she will get into most of
her classes since the first cap evens
the playing field
"The way that | [register] is
that | register for classes that have
time conflicts and just crash the

"Another

thing
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complaints about the
unit cap. "If you're
thinking of taking a
PE class, hold off until after the
cap lift,” recommends Chapin

on academic probation his first
semeste!
"The academic advisors have
been really helpful to me," said
Gallerdo. As for the unit cap, "I'll
be taking a lighter load,” he said
"I think it could be a big deal
depending on the load that you

Provost

"If people want

Brandon Chapin, the president
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,
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Manuel Gallerdo, a junior
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"We're hoping that students

them

Vice Provost Jena

qualify
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winging

to learn something

later. Instead, returning

students

courses

with
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students should sign
up only for what they
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meet
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dropping

absolutely
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classes than they need
and

to registration
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rhe theory
signing
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their adviser to discuss classes

to

to enroll

register

to
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19 units once the capt is
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batch

Like last

will
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Gince
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at

the history of the class to see if it
fills up quickly."
"It's good for the freshmen
that are coming

in because

they

are able to get the classes that they
need, but it might

hurt juniors and

seniors who need these classes to
graduate,” he said
Even though the administration
hopes that everyone will be able
to sign up for more units after the
cap is raised, Burges still says be
prepared for the worst and assume
that the 12 or 13 units you have
will be all you will get.
Burges also wants students
— to know that this was not done
to hinder them in any way, but to
help them.
"It really is intended to help as
many students as possible make as
many steps towards graduation as
_ possible."

Tyler Collins may be
contacted at
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Sandwiches

Humboldt County’s
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Only, Full Service,
Handcrafted,
Ice Cream Parlors
Come and stay awhile with
Locally Owned and Operated by Proud
HSU Grads from Classes 1997 & 2000.

thejack@humboldt.edu

*Hilary Lebow, J. Daniel Fernandez and Elizabeth Sorrell contributed to this article.
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Count

U.S. Census won’t know you
exist unless you tell them

mu
Bagel, CC & Lox

Carly Matson
Staff Writer

census forms, more than $1
million in federal funding will
be lost.
The population results
of the 2010 U.S. Census

determine how much money
goes to each county. Next

year, more than $400 billion
in federal funds will go to
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up to $5,000.

Students need to be counted
in the county where they
attend school and not in the

Visit 2010.census.gov
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private for 72
years. Once that
time is up, they

National Archives.
There, resident information is
made public for genealogical
research.
There are other ways the
census secures privacy under

for. There are also a number of
residents that want their land
and information to remain
private. The missed households
make the population results
inaccurate and the end result is
a loss in funding.
Half
of the questions
have been on the census
questionnaire for over 100
years: the number of people
living in the house, sex, date of
birth and ethnicity. Whether
or not the questions are an
invasion of privacy has been
debated by political parties,
citizens and immigrants.
This year, the questionnaire

.

Title 13.

Hebert says if any
demographic characteristic
applies to fewer than 25 people
in an area, the data will not be
reported. This ensures that no
one can find an individual by
looking through census results.
Every ten years, the U.S.
Census Bureau conducts

this survey. This year’s
questionnaire is the shortest
yet. It contains ten questions

also asks for name, phone

and it takes ten minutes to fill

number and whether the
person sometimes stays or

out.

lives somewhere else. Hebert
said this is done to make sure
people are not counted twice.

-

If the census office can
contact the person, the
study will be more
accurate.
to
Liberal arts major

get more information on

the census, what questions
are asked and key dates to
remember.

in Humbol«

These documents remain
}

are sentto the

13, it is required by law. Ifa

person refuses to respond, the

with Da Foot Clan

WII

schools, hospitals,
ae
ad
public works
repre
projects, emergency
services,
job training
programs and senior
citizens.
Fred Hebert works at
Eureka’s U.S. Census office. He
says Humboldt County can not
afford to miscount people.
“There’s approximately
130,000 people in Humboldt
County,” says Herbert. “Take
the $400 billion, and divide it
by the total population. Each
person in Humboldt County
represents $1,200 in federal
funding.”
Not everyone feels
comfortable giving certain
information that the 2010
Census asks for, such as
name, age and phone number.
But, under U.S. Code Title

THURSDAYS

truth. How do we really know
it’s confidential?” Matsushima
said.
Under Title 13, the law
requires answers to remain
confidential. A $250,000 fine
and up to five years in prison
is the punishment if census
responses are sold, distributed
or made public.

county their parents live in if
it is different. More students
counted in the area means
more money for education.
Hebert said it is hard to
count the number of people
in Humboldt County. There
are 11 people per square mile
in Humboldt County and the
scattered population means
that houses are unaccounted

If 1,000 Humboldt County
citizens do not return their

Shosaku Matsushima

thinks people should
not have to answer
sO many questions.
“We never know

if they’re telling the

Recreation major Chris
Gonzalez said he thinks student
should fill out the census
survey. He said it is important
to know how many people live
in the area because, otherwise,
funds are not properly
distributed to the counties.
“Not filling out the form is
just a sign of ignorance,” said
Gonzalez.

‘Carly Matson may be
contacted at

thejack@humboldt.edu
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Administration Hands
Down New Cuts
Vacation just got longer for some staff,
faculty and students
Zach St. George
Staff Writer

Phe administration greeted
more

than 70 staff members

on

Monday morning with news that
they won't be working as much
in the coming year. One or two
months are being cut from their
positions and most of the cuts
will take place when university
attendance ts at its lowest in June
and July.
The

president’s

office

decided

to slash staff hours to help ease
budget woes in a year when HSI
has had to deal with a 12 percent
(or $12 million) budget cut
Phe cuts will affect 52 staff
members, |7 student workers, five
faculty

positions and will save

$750,000 in salaries and benefits.
Phe five faculty are all librarians.
Most of the staff work

for Student

Services in clerical positions or as
technicians.
Phe cuts come

on top of

furloughs this fal! and spring
semesters. The president of
the local chapter of the CSL
Employees’
Union Steve Mottaz
lamented the cuts. He said that
state leaders have squandered
numerous chances to fix the
budget, and that people in less
prestigious positions end up paying
the price. Mottaz said, “Staff are
generally the people going out the
door.”

Academic Senate President
Saeed Mortazavi was more blunt.
At Tuesday’s Academic Senate

meeting he said, “It was a Black
Monday for HSU.”
Administrators’ hours will
not be cut. Provost Robert Snyder

dismissed the apparent disparity.

year, that we don’t have to have
the dean’s office open all year.”
Snyder said that the university
could not function without its
administrators working year-round.
He said compared to other

open for summer classes will need
to operate on a skeleton crew,
which Snyder said is because of
low summer enrollment. Only
S500 students will attend summer
classes this year. That is half as

CSU’s,

many

HSU

actually

has a

low number
of administrators.
He cited data from a report by
the Integrated Postsecondary
Education Data System, which
shows that HSU has about 10
fewer administrators than the
comparison group median.
Mortazavi disagrees. He
said that it doesn’t make sense
to compare HSU to larger CSI
campuses regarding the number
of administrators. He believes that
HSU could fulfill its administrative
functions with fewer, and lower
ranking administrators.
Chere are four vice presidents
at HSU, which has slightly
over 7,000 students. The four
vice

presidents

at

CSU San Diego are
responsible for over
34,000 students.
Mortazavi added
that administration did

as last summer.

HSU

pimp'n social
Naa
Ny A

is

AAR

required to reduce enrollment by
SIX percent as part of an overall
enrollment reduction in the CSU
system.
Administrators asked librarian
Shanon Chadwick to attend a
private meeting on Monday.
Chey told her that her pay will
be cut by about 13 percent in the
coming year, and that she will
not be able to work in the library
over the summer. It wasn’t totally
unexpected. The provost had been
evaluating librarian positions for
a while, but Chadwick said that it
was still hard hearing that the cuts
were official. She does not expect
to have to find another job but
anticipates some hard
times. “Ill just have to
make do with less.”
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not consult the Academic

Senate in the decision to
make the cuts. “This is the
administrative prerogative.
| personally told the provost
more than a few times [that]
| hoped he would reduce his
budget by reducing deans
and assistant deans to 11
months, and he said he
could not do that,” said
Mortazavi.
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art department open |2 months a
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Snyder said the
reduced hours are the
result of an internal
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Zach St. George
may be contacted at
thejack@humboldt.edu
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HSU Scores Low In
Campus Safety Report
Of 450 schools, HSU Ranks 384

Do the work you love...
love the work you do.
Become a Certified
Massage Therapist.
Discover a school
dedicated to educational
excellence.
Now even more affordable.
www.arcatamassage.com
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by T.C. Vidosh
Staff Writer
With two assaults reported
in the last three weeks, should
students

feel

safe at HSU?

According
com’s

“Safest

to Stateuniversity.
Schools

List,”

HSU is ranked 384 out of 450
in the nation and 38 out of 47 in
California. Does that mean HSU is
less safe than 383 other campuses
nationwide?
StateUniversity.com released
the the list in December of 2009.
Stateuniversity.com assigned
safety ratings to 450 different
schools based on the number of
occurrences of aggravated assault,

robbery, burglary, thett/larceny,
motor vehicle theft, forcible rape,
and murder on campus. According
to a StateUniversity.com press
release, the ranking system gives
more weight to violent crimes
Phe list contains crime
Statistics that creators of the list
obtained from the FBI, which
gathered Annual Safety (Clery)
Reports from campus safety

Shop!

officials.
Associated

Students

President

Brandon Chapin says that while
students are “warranted to not feel
as safe,” he believes
University
Police are working hard. “There
is always

room

for improvement,”

said
Chapin, “But
patrolling.”
HSU
has “deep

Police

UPD is always
Chief

reservations”

Tom

Dewey

that

Is not

It might be your
Lucky Day!
We're open Mon-Sat, 10-5
6th and H Streets Arcata

825-2545

an accurate

assessment

said

Dew ey

oO}

campus safety.
In addition to the website not
being recognized by any university
authority, Dewey says the rating
system has not been validated as a
reliable measure of safety because

it does not address all aspects of
campus safety.
The report does not reflect
common ways in which students

are injured and hospitalized,
such as instances of being drunk

in public, assault and battery,
drunk driving, fighting and traffic
accidents.

From

2003

studies

of which

UPD

to 2008,

“Instances

like

occurred

the

recent

you wouldn’t know it looking at
|Stateuniversity.com’s| list.”

The
U.S. Department of
Education publishes the same
campus crime statistics on its
website but does not rank the
schools or assign them a safety
rating number like Stateuniversity.
does

Phe main contention
UPD
has with Stateuniversity.com’s
list is that the ranking ts not
objective

and

does

not

consider

enough factors. For example, the
ranking does not differentiate
between residential and nonresidential campuses or between
community

colleges and traditional

universities. Of the top 10
campuses, five are community
colleges.

Seven

University

of

California campuses, including
Berkeley,
Los Angeles, Davis and
Santa Barbara, rank lower than
HSI
this mean

that

UCs

are more dangerous than HSI
or the community colleges for
that matter?” asked Dewey. “1
would submit that UCs do a better
job of encouraging students to
report crimes and creating more
comprehensive Clery reports.”
Dewey said that in the case of most

UC’s and CSU’s, crime rates are
high because more students report
crimes, not because of increased
criminal activity.
Two weeks ago, The
Lumberjack reported that students
underreport sexual assaults on
campuses nationwide. In that

Leader

Kim

Berry

checks

records

of crimes

reported each month, said Dewey.
in

assaults could be happening at
other campuses,” said Dewey. “But

com

professor and women

Program

said there is a lack of training for
HSU faculty and staff on how they
should support students who are
are sexually assaulted

UPD reported four aggravated
assaults, two
2005.

“Does

Stateuniversity.com’s ranking

article, HSU

Furthermore, neither of the
recent physical assaults against
HSU students would be included
in the Stateuniversity.com list
because they would not be
classified as aggravated assault,

| hey

crosscheck

their

records

with

the Arcata Police Department,
other local law enforcement,
and Housing and Student Affairs
to ensure that nothing has been
overlooked for the Clery report
If colleges underreport crimes
in the
of

Clery

report, the Department

Education can fine them

$27,500

for each

violation

“The students here have a
closer relationship with
UPD than
most urban campuses do,” said
Dewey. “We try to cultivate a
culture here that favors reporting.
[hat makes us accessible and
approachable, and encourages
students to report crimes, even
anonymously.”
Bill Richards is vice president
of business development
for Net Industries, a limited
liability company that publishes
Stateuniversity.com. In its capacity
as an “independent monitor” of
public institutions, Net Industries
funded the safest schools study.
Richards said that the while
the report is generally useful to
prospective students, it should
not be interpreted so strictly. The
study should be seen more as a
collection of statistics, rather than
a strict ranking.
“Folks shouldn’t make a broad
judgment based on the ranking,”
said Richards. “The real context
comes from what other journalists
do, comparing the statistics found
in the report to more current
trends.”

~ T.C.Vidosh
may be
contacted at

thejack@humboldt.edu
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Unlikely hero speaks on HSU quad
Plastic water

Ghandi

once said, “There

is

enough water for human need, but
not for human greed.” On Monday,
geography senior Maxwell
Unger
and his alter ego Captain Reducer
spoke on the quad about the
wrongdoings of the bottled water
industry. Unger stood in front
of Siemens Hall, with Ghandi’s
words painted blue onto a paper
sign on the ground in front of him.
Students walking through the
quad at noon encountered several
plastic water bottles of varying

Adrian W. Emery

bottles can take

Layout Editor

over |,000 years
to biodegrade.

brands crowning the brick planter
in front of the Siemens Hall and
a yellow-masked man wearing a
blue cape and water bottle for a
hat. On his chest was a pin that
read “I [heart] tap water.”
\ group of about 10 students
gathered around to hear what
Unger was saying, “We are tricked
into thinking bottled water is
pure,” said
Unger. “It’s the biggest
hoax. We’re such idiots for being
tricked by these corporations.”
It wasn’t long before Vice

“There is enough water for human
need, but not for human greed”
Ghandi

President of Student Affairs,
Steven Butler, approached Captain
Reducer and told him that he
should turn down his microphone.
Butler said he had no issue with
Captain Reducer or his speech
but rather the amplification of his
speech. “We don’t want to interfere
with classes,” he said.
At the exact same time, staff
from the Center Activities, who
had reserved space on the quad,
4 Were promoting

“Wellness Week

One of the features of their rally
mM was a booming

sound system.

Unger turned down
his
microphone and continued with
his speech. “We suffer from the
corporate rule,” he said as he
crushed an empty Arrowhead
bottle in his left fist. “If water isn’t
free, what is 1t?”
Sergio Allen, a social work
junior, took notes for a social work

f class. He was skeptical of
methods.
i more

Unger’s

“I think he should state

facts,” said

Allen. “He should

tell people about plastic bottles and
4 the harm

to the earth, but he’s not

stating those facts.”
Miguel Llanos of MSNBC
reported that in a 2003 study, 40
million water bottles a day went
into the trash. The report, “Plastic
Bottles Pile Up as Mountains of
a Waste,” also revealed that plastic
water bottles take up space in
landfills and take over 1,000 years
to biodegrade.
Much of
Unger’s speech was

J inspired by the film “Tapped.”

The

film explores the shortcomings of
the bottled water industry and the

Captain Reducer, whose not so secret civilian name is Maxwell

Unger, stands outside of Siemans Hall, protesting the use of
plastic water bottles. | Travis Turner

concept of water as a basic human
right. The film screened on the
HSU campus last Friday.
Unger said that polluted water
bottles are highly toxic when
they float around in the ocean,
especially when animals eat them.
“It’s run by corporations who do
not have ethical considerations for
the planet, or for resources,” he
said.
“Bottled water is the epitome
of the extravagant

desires

of our

nation.”

By 12:30, much of Unger’s
small audience began to dissipate,
its members wandering off to
classes. Among the last of Unger’s
original

audience

to

leave

was

freshman art major, Jessica
Parker, who also attended the film
screening.

Parker appeared on the
quad with some of her fellow
moviegoers to show their support.
“He stood up at the end of the
movie,’ said Parker, “He said there
Was going to be a protest today.”
The protest that
Unger
proclaimed was a quiet affair, but it
did not stop
Unger from speaking
his mind,

Even when

his audience

numbered zero, he continued to
talk into the microphone. At 12:35,
he held an empty water bottle aloft,
shook it and said, “This plastic
bottle is gonna outlive me.”
Phe

Arcata

Theater

Lounge

will screen “Tapped” on Thurs.,
March 4. Admission will be free.

Adrian W. Emery may be
contacted at

thejack@humboldt.edu
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Shoot some hoops and enter our raffle for some great prizes!
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March 4" - 6:00pm-10:00pm
Salsa Dancing Performances
Music by Slippery Society & the Marching Lumberjacks
JB Mathers will be hosting the North Coast
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TIRED OF HUMBOLDT STATE
BEING UNDER FUNDED?
oin the March for Higher Education on the
State Capitol and send a message along with
Students from other CSU’s, UC’s, and Community
Colleges, that higher education is a priority!

Associated Students is providing

a FREE return

trip from Sacramento on March 22nd— the day
after spring break! Limited seats available.
Stop by the Associated Students office to sign up.

Deadline is Wednesday, March 10th at 5:00 p.m.

$10.00 refundable deposit required. Lunch will
be provided.

Associated Students - University Center, South Lounge

(707) 826-4221 - www.humboldt.edu/~hsuas - hsuas@humboldt.edu
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Back Pain? Neck Pain?

{
¢

9

‘

Headaches?

fd

¥4 ’

We Can Help
.3

Pain Center

,

Thursday, Feb. 25

Drs. Mark & Martha Henry

Friday, Feb. 26

1:00 a.m.

Chiropractors

3:34 a.m.

Ask About Our 30% Student Discount

UPD responded to a safety escort from

UPD received a call from an out-of-town

lurking in Science D

of his or her child. The student was deemed

Science D. You never know what might be

parent asking UPD to check on the welfare

late at night...

1781

Central Avenue

fine by UPD, and the parent was told that

18:29 p.m.
UPD removed a boot from a vehicle on B
Street when they discovered that the car
had no feet and, therefore, did not need

839

the child was fine. Don't get any ideas,
Mom.

McKinleyville

CA
’

6300
-

9:39 a.m.

shoes.

UPD cited a man at the Natural History

5:46

p.m.

UPD

took

Museum for possession of marijuana.
Marijuana may be illegal, but the real
information

drug violations from
We are not sure what
we are not sure what
however, we do know
mass drug operation
in a dormitory. That
warehouses

and

regarding

ongoing

crime

a single dorm room
kind of drugs, and
kind of violations;
that any kind of
does not belong
is why abandoned

seedy

back

alleys

here

is not

learning

your

Wed

natural

history. And, we all know that those of us
who forget our natural history are doomed
to repeat it
34:57 p.m.
UPD arrested

were

possession

invented.

warrant.
warrant,

a man

2
S
S
=
=.
S

in Arcata for

of an outstanding

arrest

-

Had it been an in-sitting arrest
he might still be free today.

,

10:57 p.m.
The burglar alarm at the Student
Recreation Center tipped off
UPD that

\
\

\

a crime was afoot. UPD arrived to find
nothing amiss. Perhaps, it was only the
ghost of health nuts past.
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(-) Back Pain? Neck Pain?
ds
Headaches?
|
We Can Help

Humbolat Back & Neck
Pain Center
Drs. Mark & Martha Henry
Thursday, Feb. 25
1:00 a.m.
UPD responded to a safety escort from
Science D. You never know

lurking in Science D

Ask About Our 30% Student Discount

5:34 a.m.

UPD received a call from an out-of-town
parent asking UPD to check on the welfare

what might be

late at night...

1781 Central Avenue McKinleyville, CA

of his or her child. The student was deemed

839-6300

fine by UPD, and the parent was told that
the child was fine. Don't get any ideas,

18:29 p.m.
UPD

Chiropractors

Friday, Feb. 26

removed

a boot from a vehicle on B

Mom.

Street when they discovered that the car
had no feet and, therefore, did not need
shoes.

9:39 a.m.
UPD cited a man at the Natural History
Museum for possession of marijuana.

35:46 p.m.
UPD took information regarding ongoing
drug violations from a single dorm room.
We are not sure what kind of drugs, and
we are not sure what kind of violations;

Marijuana may be illegal, but the real

crime here is not learning your natural
history. And, we all know that those of us
who forget our natural history are doomed
to repeat it.

however, we do know that any kind of
mass

drug operation does not belong

5:57 p.m.
UPD arrested a man in Arcata for
possession of an outstanding arrest
warrant. Had it been an in-sitting arrest

in a dormitory. That is why abandoned
warehouses
invented.

and seedy back alleys were

warrant, he might still be free today.
10:57 p.m.
The burglar alarm at the Student

Recreation Center tipped off UPD that
a crime was afoot. UPD arrived to find
nothing amiss. Perhaps, it was only the
ghost of health nuts past.
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Ruby Johnstone
Staff Writer
The Coral Sea tugs through the butchered
waters of the Humboldt Bay. Two hundred
and twenty tons of steel and constructed grace,
the Coral Sea glides toward the horizon line
with strength and purpose. On the main deck,
bundled in slickers and raincoats, 22 students
brace themselves against the Northern rain.
Participating in an extended field trip, the students of Oceanography 109 get field research
time aboard the Coral Sea.
Docked in the Woodley Island Marina,
the Coral Sea and its crew sat patiently awaiting students’ arrival. They gathered together
despite the harsh weather conditions and
boarded the vessel. As each individual boarded they were given a number. The number
given plays a crucial role in the event of an
emergency, but was irrelevant as the cruise
around the bay for marine sampling was
smooth sailing.
Standing in the bridge behind the wheel,
guiding the course of the 90-foot research
vessel,
Coral Sea
Captain Scott Martin said,
“| enjoy any time I can get on the water.”
With more than 30 years of nautical experience under his belt, Martin has been a
captain of large marine vessels nearly all of
his adult life. Formerly the captain of smallscale cruise liners, Martin has charted vessels to British Columbia, Alaska, Honduras,
and Belize. “I like seeing new places all the
time,” he said. Five years ago Martin traded

Hal Genger instructs students on Humboldt’s Coral Sea. The research vessel that HSU owns allows students to learn about the ocean from some
place other than a text book.| Zig Lawasha

1984.

Resold and renamed

Herman

Cortez

in 1992 to the Florida Marine Research
tute, it was

his Hawaiian home for the stability of the po-

used

for research

in the

II

Insti-

Gulf of

Mexico until it was purchased by HSU.
sition as captain of the Coral Sea.
HSU has had access to a research vessel
The Coral Sea has been a part of the
for the past 47 years. The first was the Seagull
which was purchased in 1963. Since then
Humboldt
State research
facilities since
1998; yet its life and history exceed far beHSU has utilized seven other vessels. Of the
yond the time spent
eight boats, only three
off the
“We’re actually a
Humboldt
have been owned by
Coast.
Constructed
HSU; the Seagull, the
source of income for
Catalyst (which sank
in
Santa
Barbara,
the keel was laid in
in 1978) and our cur1973. Built at the rerent ship the Coral
-Scott Martin, Coral Sea Captain
quest of Glenn MillSea. In the years
when
er, the original use of
HSU did not own a
the vessel was underwater film-making and
research vessel one was either leased or domarine exploration and was used for such unnated by businesses such as Eureka Fisheries
or U.S. Fish and Wildlife Services.
til Miller’s death in 1981. For the next three
years, the vessel was used for dive charter,
The Coral Sea has several uses. “We
until it was seized during a drug raid by the
don’t just do one thing,” said Martin, “We
Florida Department of Law Enforcement in
do everything.” PG&E, the U.S. Navy and

the university.”

Scripps Institute are just a few other organizations that also use the vessel and provide a
source of revenue for HSU,
“We're actually a source of income for
the university,” said Martin. He explained
that the boat makes enough money to offset
the costs of running the vessel and actually
yields a profit. Amidst an educational budget
crisis, Martin pointed out the common misconception that people often regard the Coral
Sea as an expendable asset to HSU. In reality
it is indispensable.
Broken into four groups at the start of
the trip, students used a plankton tow to
gather samples. “The most fun is analyzing
the samples,” said sophomore english major
Thomas Oliver. Oliver also enjoys looking at
the organisms they find. One of the groups
actually caught a tiny jellyfish. “It’s catch
and release,” HSU professor Hal Genger said
with a smile
when asked what happens with
the specimens after analysis.

Halfway through the four-hour lab, students were filtering in and out of the galley to

grab a late lunch between collecting and analyzing samples from the bottom of the ocean,
measuring water visibility and calculating
the ship’s speed. In the downtime, clusters of
students attempted to communally learn different nautical knots: the bowline, tautline or
midshipmans and sheetbend.
By the end of the trip the winds shifted.
The clouds parted to reveal the iridescent
light of the afternoon sun. Flawless rainbows
were visible across the sky. In a short span of
time the Coral Sea chartered 22 students into
nautical resonance and hopefully a deeper
appreciation for aquatic life. As he came in
off the main deck, drenched from head to toe,
Oliver smiled as he said, “Il may be soaking
wet, but my spirits are still high.”

Ruby Johnstone may be contacted at
thejack@humboldt.edu
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BUILDING TELESCOPES
“ROM ORIGAMI SWANS
Kjell Dreher
Staff Writer
Intricate folds of paper, flaps
folded over and over again to create an object that is simple yet
beautiful. Origami, the centuries-

a
ee

old art of using paper to create
objects, may save your life in the
future. World-renowned origamist
Robert
Lang plans to demonstrate
origami’s
impact
on_ science,
math, and technology at the 55th

stretch for one of the Kieval Lectures, which usually has speakers
who touch on topics in the field
of mathematics. Lang is here to
show how this art has now gone
far beyond its simple beginnings.

Kieval

Connections

Lecture at the Van

Duzer

Pheatre on Tuesday evening
The problems that face origami seem simple: only one piece
of paper can be used and no cutting. After centuries of practice,
it

seems

created

that
with

all
a

that

single

could
sheet

between

ol

detailed

be
has

with

a

\

beat
toes,

tailed figures.

of de-

“That can’t even be

ie

Thomas

in disbelief

while looking at the figures.
Origami may seem like

made

FRENS BODY SHOP
Specializing in Collision Repair
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651 Indianola Cutoff
Between Arcata & Eureka

(707) 442-2258
Open from 8am -5:30pm Mon-Fri
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Kjell Dreher may be contacted at
thejack@humboldt.edu
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Lecture

Van Duzer
7:30 p.m.
FREE!

.

between

origami
and
technology
stretch
into everyday life. Airbags in cars
fold in a way that mimics origami.
Little rings have been made that are
small enough to go into a vein but
then expand and fold out to support
a failing artery. All types of math
are applicable in this field too, from
basic algebra to calculus
Lang is sure to surprise many
with the art of origami and the math
that goes behind it. “All of this
looks so intricate,” said freshman
John Adams. When leaving the lecture, Lang wants people to think to
themselves, “I had no idea that this
was that interesting.”

Kieval

°

IS

space telescope that is 100 meters
long. The problem scientists faced
is how to get the gigantic lens into
the sky without breaking it. Scientist turned to origami to figure out
how to fold the lens without compromising its performance.
These

Family Owned and operated in
ssp
County since 1973

ay

like

stretch,

-RobertJ. Lang

one piece [of paper],” said freshMason

2

°

together.”
a

pill bug with
plates on its
back, and two praying mantises
climbing on top of each other are

man

math,

“Math ties all of it

just three of the hundreds

being

as a football
°

figures

brown

origami,

now

and technology. These connections
have revolutionized the origami
world, allowing for new creations
to be made
“Math ties all of it together
said Lang
fo take these paper figures and
apply them to something as large

already been done.
Lang proves
that it is quite the opposite with
his
array
a
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Contest judging 7:30 to 9:30
door at Carl Hanes Tattoo Parlor
Tickets available at The Works
Carl Hanes Tattoo Parlo:
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into the Natural

npfire smell.
fire lab. Students

“At first glanee, the lab is nothing special. I a
medium-si
with 24 seats. The fire table
zed ¢

|

is a piece of steel tabletop with a low-tech, handdrawn ruler rising vertically off of it. Varner lowers an

enormous ventilation hood. Smoke is sucked out of
the building, allowing indoor burns.
Varner starts a burn. He lays down cotton strings
soaked in an accelerant and casually tosses a handful
of Washoe Pine needles on top. He lights the ends of

the string with a standard barbecue lighter. The pile of
duff quickly ignites.
As the pile burns, Varner points out the height
of the flames. This simple datum is the core of the
fire lab’s work. It shows the energy contained in
wildfire fuel- leaves, pine needles, sticks and logs
- and how it burns. The way different fuels burn is
key to the prevention of wildfires. Flame patterns,
color and the ash and residue left behind all add to
the understanding of how

fuels burn. Temperature is

crucial. The goal is to see how hot fires get and how
much plants can withstand.
The high-tech portion of the lab is the

$60,000 thermal infrared camera. Varner grins as
he demonstrates the way the camera can detect
temperatures in the fire and the artistic images it
produces. The camera is useful in the lab but also in

the field. Infrared cameras can see through smoke,
which is a major hindrance in wildfires. The camera

has its limitations, though: it can only be in one place
at a time. For multi-acre wildfires, researchers use
indicator paints to determine the heat of a fire after it

has passed through an area. The research camera would
“If President Richmond could get me a jet-pack.”

Despite the high price tag of the infrared camera, Va
nature of the fire lab keeps it safe from much of the curre
Interest in the lab is growing in the forestry department.

volunteer at the lab, keeping staffing costs down. The rar
that scientists around the nation send samples of fuel for
payment for collecting samples, the lab shares its results.
experience.

Free Incoming claim based on combined voice, Text and Pix usage by typical U.S. Cellular customers. Other restrictions apply. See store for details. ©2009 U.S. Cellular.

Matt Cocking is getting his Masters Degree in forest
is currently working on one of the fire lab’s many researc
the effects of 2008’s devastating fire season on California
Klamath Mountains. Another research project indicates t
is causing wildfires at higher elevations. Another looks at
surrounding Lake Tahoe, something that could affect the
“Our parents made huge mistakes in how they approa

La
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jokes,

> a jet-pack.”

infrared camera, Varner says the insular

m much of the current budget crisis.
yrestry department. Many students
costs down. The rarity of the lab means
samples of fuel for the lab to test. As
ab shares its results. It’s a collaborative

ers Degree in forestry and fire ecology. He
e lab’s many research projects: studying
season on California Black Oaks in the
h project indicates that climate change
ns. Another looks at post-fire erosion
that could affect the lake’s color.
s in how they approached fire,” Varner

says. In the past, the focus of fire science was prevention. Only recently
people began to understand the benefits of wildfires. Crucial to forest ecology,
regular fires are necessary to keep fires small when they inevitably begin. In
preventing fires for so many generations, forests now have huge amounts of
deposited fuel that make fires burn faster, longer and bigger. Wildfires are an
increasingly difficult threat, especially in California. Modern fire science is a
tricky balancing act between preventing property damage, saving lives, keeping
forests healthy and allowing fires to work beneficially.
Trees are crucial in fire studies because of their economic and ecological
importance. Aesthetic issues, like keeping Lake Tahoe blue, are also fighting
for relevance in fire science.
Varner laments the lack of field opportunities provided by the school.
Fears of liability from the state prevent the forestry department from carrying
out field studies in fire season. Some students take on summer internships
involving wildfires. Varner expresses excitement and jealousy about the stories
that students bring back from their experiences. He feels the learning process
would be best if he could share it with them.

Soils major Katia Keston has heard
great things about Varner’s program. She
says almost everyone she knows in the
forestry department is emphasizing in fire

|. Morgan Varner leads the
ire lab. Besides its obvious

cool-ness factor of watching

things burn, the lab acts as
an educational

lesson for

students to learn the affects
ecology. “There’s tons of wildland fire
of wild fires.
jobs.”
The fire lab is a valuable resource
in the expanding field of fire ecology. For students, it’s a perfect entry into a
career in fire science. Above all, it stokes passion in everyone involved. “—
Grant Scott-Goforth may be contacted at thejack@humboldt.edu >
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856 10th St. Arcata, CA 707-826-2739
ALL Shows 21 & up

LOCAL ARTIST LIVES ON
THROUGH HSU EXHIBIT

FRI.MAR.5@8:00 »

Caroline Ganzberger

$15 presale
$18 door
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will be exhibited

stories. He collected everything
from decorations and mannequins
to books and plastic spiders. One

Miriam Hutchins, his
said that it is “marvemous

at the Reese

Gallery at HSU

Bul-

in a whole new

Sproul only wanted to be able
to exhibit his work, but he was nev
er able to.
When he died in 2008,
he

donated

to HSU

Brian

all

110

pieces

March

of

his

in his will.

Sproul

The

Art of

exhibit
from

shows

now

was always

IN

THE

ENTERTAINMENT

ROOM

Every Tuesday@6:30pm - Bring your game!
Call or check the website for details
Also on

Petes tle
Check www.humboldtbrews.com for latest music info.

playing

he

got

objects

collected

in

thrift

gallery

until

drums.

older

he

his

never

Sproul’s

artwork.

closest

The

friends,

two

met

Beth

at

the

local

ga-

rage band and did small gigs. But
his love for the drums ended when
he was 22. Sproul was struck by a
drunk driver in a government vehicle and the injuries confined

him

is very

California
Conservations Corps before Sproul’s accident, and Sproul
called Dunlap his “creative extension on a ladder.” Dunlap worked
for Sproul for 25 years. “He'd always have a list of things for me to
do. He helped me live an extraordinary life,” she said.
Richard Alwine, Sproul’s older
brother,

to a Wheelchair.

\fter the accident,

Sproul

of using

|ike sticks.
seems

and later rock.
a

think

be-

said

seeing

the artwork

[toy]

heads

in

the

doll’s

In one

as though

head

piece
he

to reshape

it for

<

whole new appearance
A lot of the art is 3-D, and all
of Sproul’s artwork has some sort
of theme that ranges from funky to
dark. One display is several pink,
green and glow-in-the-dark plastic
hands. Another display combines

See ARTIST,

page
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the gallery gives a whole new view.
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melted

INTERESTED IN RUNNING
FOR AN ASSOCIATED
STUDENTS OF FICE?

Packets avilable
in the AS Office, located
in the UC South Lounge underneath
the
Bookstore beginning March8

in

this way,” she said. Sproul
uses many plastic dolls, especially doll heads, and puts
them on top of other items

an arts

joined

has been put together.”

Dunlap, helped Sproul put together

of

“The artwork
expressive.”

At first Sproul

mother.
that the

An art student viewing the exhibit, Katie Breuer, said the artwork
is creative and interesting. “I would

-Melissa Barrett, art history sophomore

played jazz, classical
As

and

said.

artwork

|

Sproul
was

Turcadaye

o&

“He'd be thrilled to see this,” he

and crafts kid but his main passion

MARCH

is

gan to do art. Often his artwork
was created from recycled materi-

light

SAT.MAR.6@9:00 » JUCE, Green Machine

a

Brian
Sproul’s artwork
was
never seen outside of his home until now. For the first time his work
len
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>
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April 30-May 2, 2010

¢«

ANTH 485

e Camp with Karuk basket weavers,
storytellers and elders
e Learn from members of the
Karuk Basket Weavers and Calif.
Indian Basket Weavers Assoc.
e Interact one-on-one with the
basket weavers and herbalists

e Earn two units of Special
Session credit in ANTH 485
e Learn about indigenous life ways
relative to the local environment
e Visit the Native Plants Garden

e Enjoy potluck dinner with
the basket weavers

April 21: Mandatory Orientation

STILL

Meeting. April 30-May 2: Camping

near Orleans, Calif.

AVAILABLE! APPLY BY

MARCH 22!

Just $354 — 2 units (ANTH 485) included!
For more details and to apply, visit:

www.humboldt.edu/ethnobotany
or contact instructors:

Mary Glenn, HSU Anthropology Dept.: 826-3126
Leslie Vandermolen, HSU Biology Dept.: 826-3233
nthropology major, looks thrugh Brian Sproul’s exhibit.
Kate Devine, a junio
“| liked reading the quotes from his famliy,’ she says of the exhibit.
| Yelena Kisler

doll heads and plastic animals.
In

another,

shaped piece
of

the

town
says,

there

is

a

of wood with

McKinley

statue

been

heart

a picture
in

down-

Arcata. Below the picture it
“Arcata is a hairy place” with

fur lining the heart

\rtists such as James Hampton,
Henry Darger, Howard Finster and
Romano Gabriel inspired Sproul
in his own artwork. These artists
are also known for sculpting and
creating art from recycled materials. From viewing Sproul’s. work,
you can see influence of the artists
that inspired him. Henry Darger’s
painting, which contains two large
orange hands, is similar to Spoul’s
display with two giant pink hands.
Some of the artwork is available

for

purchase.

The

rest

has

selected

the permanent
HSU.

The

to

become

collection

proceeds

will

part

Serving Breakfast, Lunch & Dinner
8AM to Midnight

of

of art at
go to the

Brian Sproul Endowment fund to
help enrich the experience of students in the Art Department. In addition to the selective artwork for
sale, the unframed photographs
taken of Sproul’s home are for sale
as well.
“The artwork is very expressive,” said art history sophomore
Melissa Barrett. “The mood tends
to be rather dark, but it’s amazing
all the details and time taken to create the work.”

Caroline Ganzberger ma
be contacted at thejack
humboldt.edu

On the Plaza 744
822-3731

Sth Street

Phone Orders Welcome

www.thealibi.com
Trailer Park Mondays

Two For Tuesday

Hamburgers, Hot Dogs,
Hush Puppies, Corn Dogs,
Hot Wings, Deep Fried Dill
Pickles, Bud in the Can, Jello
Shots, Oly Specials

8am to 2pm
Buy any breakfast or lunch entree
and get one half price.

5pm to 9pm
Buy any lunch or dinner entree
and get one half price.

Irish Pub Wednesdays

Poaha Luau Thursdays

Corned Beef & Hash, Lamb Chops,
Halibut n’ Chips, Cheese Fries,
Irish Flag Shots, Guiness, 50
cents of Irish Whiskeys

Aloha Chicken Wings, Maui Ahi
Poke, Coconut Shrimp, Macadamia
Nut Halibut, Teriyaki Ginger Tofu,
Chicken Katsu, Blue Hawaiian,

Mai Tais

Upcoming
SoA

ry Se

oeieet

sali scalyblack
(ambient

metal)

+
The Spittin’ Cobras
(Punk Rock N’Roll from Seattle)
Wednesday, March 3

2
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Upcoming
h

DRAGGEDbyHORSES

(local rock)

o
The Long and Short of It
(Heavy Rock from San Diego)
Saturday, March 6

$5

THAT'S WHAT HE SAID!

alert. In
place to
Brilliant!
of what

evacuation

plans and safety

procedures.

the student body, this school, your faculty and getting
paid a heap of money to do so.

By Travis Turner
Rollin Richmond, here are some
firm challenge to you.
say you

want

questions

diversity on this campus

then

give us Bob

many just moved to the bluffs just above the beach (see “Tsunami

reasons that Chancellor Charles Reed chose you: a
proven track record of loyalty, the ability to follow

the bluff itself is not a
if a

Usain Bolt, a Jamaican sprinter, is the fastest man on the planet. He
can run 27.5 miles per hour.A tsunami wave averages about 500
miles per hour. You do the math.
“A person cannot outrun a tsunami,” said Nellist.“Even a foot and

a half of water traveling at a fast pace
So why risk it? Why

will knock you over.”

put yourself in harm’s

way? Sure it may

be

Tsunami alerts and warnings were issued for Hawaii, japan,Australia
and several other countries. And people in those places had the
same idea as Humboldt County locals: hit the beach.
Seeking thrills is one thing, putting yourself in harm’s way for no
real reason is another.
So to all of you: the next time there is a threat of a tsunami, go for
a hike in the mountains. It will be just as scenic and much safer.

|
|

more

information

about

and

learned

for him at the

tsunami

preparedness visit:
http://www.humboldt.edu/shakyground

|

an

ability

this

about

not

to

you while

University

ity

possible

yet

you

are cutting or

$50.9 million in stimulus money. Divide. Pretty simple
math

if you

ask

me. Our

cut

should

have

million.We received $1.4 million. Have
discussion with your boss about this?

been

you

$2.2

had any

In 2007 you received a $27,000 pay raise while
tuition for students went up. Your raise was more
than what a large percentage of Americans make in
an entire year. Do you believe this to be in the best
interest of this university, its faculty or students?

Eighty percent of your Industrial Technology
graduates are working right now - more than any
other major you have at Humboldt State. Why are
you cutting this program? Will you fight for what is
best for your students or will you continue to get
what is best for President Richmond? |, for one, am
getting tired of the rhetoric

us, the student
satisfaction

News Editor.......... Hors J. Daniel Fernandez

Features Editor
Sports Editor

Go a ela

Layout Editors

bee

dos)

(Gi alatm=l-aaiciae
.. Yelena Kisler
Melissa Hutsell
Ahron Sherman
Lilah Landau

Anthony Barstow
Adrian Emery
Kelley Zerga
Kristina Naderi

Managing Editor
Calendar Editor

Gee

body, and

and the lack of action for

| will continue

to demand

If you were to change direction, call a school
holiday, ask us all to march on Sacramento with you
in the lead, we would follow. People follow leaders.
People do not follow followers. Which one are you?
You have an obligation to take care of us, the students
You have an obligation to do what is right for us, not

the state, not yourself and certainly not
Reed.
| have faith though. People can change.
turn in a new direction when motivated.
Chancellor Reeds lap, sir, make us proud
something profound.

Chancellor
People can
Jump off of
of you. Do

Travis Turner may be contacted at
thejack@humboldt.edu

Editorial Board

Online Editor.

Collins

eliminating

courses. Have you argued our case with Chancellor
Reed? Have you ever had an argument with Chancellor
Reed?
Did you argue with him when he shortchanged Humboldt State almost a million dollars in
stimulus money? Twenty three CSU campuses and

your head off to get more money put into this campus?
Will you decide to find another way to save money
here at HSU rather than cutting programs that are
needed at this school, in this community and in this
country? Will you put your students first?

J

Opinion Editor

a Bla

1990-1995

Reed was the chancellor then too, but of the Florida
State University system
You say you want to offer your students the best

Photo Editor

Editor-in-Chief
Hilary Lebow

authority

you were working

of South Florida as the Dean

Opinions expressed in Lumberjack editorials are determined by a majority of the
Lumberjack editorial board. They do not necessarily express the opinions of the university,
the Associated Students or the Department of Journalism and Mass Communications.

AUT

question

of the College of Arts and Science from

ducation

something you get to see only once
in a lifetime, but if you are in
the tsunami zone when it hits shore, that wave could be the last
thing you ever see.

| For

direction
Reed

for the same

Will you turn it around? Will you mend fences
with your faculty? Will you search for a provost in a
fair and equitable manner? Will you argue and scream

a

article on page 2.) Even though

tsunami zone, the entire surrounding area is. In other words,
tsunami had hit, those beach-goers may have been stranded

Probably

and a

Local officials did their best to keep people off the beach itself but
Watchers”

Snyder. Why?

that are not

in the best interests of the many, only the few. My
opinion is that you are simply failing. You are failing

Lap Dog
You

know

Hwa

preparedness, emergency

are inherently wrong, things we

L!lhlCOCeElUAlUA.lULUlUmeD

“On Shaky Ground” is a magazine and website dedicated to
educating people on living in our earthquake-prone county. The
site, which operates through HSU, has information for earthquake

Chancellor Reed's

Ff. or

Linda Nellist, Director of Community Education Programs for the
Humboldt County branch of the Red Cross, said that the best
thing to do in anticipation of a tsunami is to get yourself out of the
tsunami zone. Fortunately for us the tsunami zone has been clearly
defined for us by the United States Geological Survey (USGS) and
is available for viewing on the On Shaky Ground website.

Zig Lawsha
Kaitlin Skeels
Beam eimatcls

Opinions expressed by the columnists do not necessarily represent the
opinion of the The Lumberjack.
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Ruby Johnstone
Rory Smith
Michael Kennedy
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Adriane Stoia

Molly Lovelady
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Last weekend Humboldt County received a tsunami
response, a number of residents decided that the best
prepare for the impending danger was near the coast.
Sure, nothing happened. But this was not a very good run
to do in the event of an actual tsunami.

You are the leader of this institution sir and you are
failing. Last summer 60 percent of your faculty voted
no confidence in your leadership skills, educated men
and women who contend that you are not up to the
task of running this university. VWWho came to your
rescue with a vote of confidence? Chancellor Reed.
Can you explain this?
At some point you must realize that we are not
your lap dogs. Unfortunately, many of your students
have been taught that it is our duty, nay, our right to
have an opinion. Some of us fight against things that

-—

Wove of Stupidity

and tsunami
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of victims where

existed.

be rude, but people take things
too personally sometimes.
What is
the difference between the words
mentally-challenged and retarded?
Why should | say African American
rather than black? Not every black
person is African American and not
every African American is black.
That is a terrible assumption. |
am certainly not trying to offend
anyone by saying he is or she is a
certain color. The words we use are
not the problem. It its the tone and
context they are used in that causes
trouble.

correct

What is politically correct?
Webster’s definition is:of, relating to,
or supporting broad social, political
and educational change, especially
to

redress

matters

such

historical

injustices

in

as race, class, gender

and sexual orientation.

Why is it that we have to walk on
eggshells, always afraid of offending
people? | am not saying it is ok to

GUEST

My
during
that

terms

in

a

country

get

none

offended

by

roommate
told me_
LGA training she was
minorities

Every Major is
at Risk

society and
is wrong. If
but did not
why would

cannot

be

| urge all HSU students and their parents to read the
list below. If your program is eliminated, will your degree
still have value? After mass eliminations, will a degree
from HSU still have value? When does HSU cease to be
a university?

that
told
racist.

Minorities can only be prejudice.
This is because it would not be
politically correct to call a minority
racist. That is one of the most
absurd things that | have ever heard.
How is calling a racist a racist
incorrect based on the fact he is or
she is from a minority? It does not
matter what race you are. We are
all people. Anybody can be racist.
The

whole

concept

is

politically
causing

Geography, Political Science, Business Administration,
Sociology,
Kinesiology,
Psychology,
Anthropology,
Mathematics,
History,
Recreation
Administration,
Economics, Women's Studies, Religious Studies, Biology,
Natural Resources Planning & Interpretation, Wildlife,
English, Social Work, Journalism, International Studies,
Art, Native American Studies, Communication, Zoology,
Ethnic Studies, Spanish, Forestry, Child Development,
Environmental Science, Botany, Geology, Theatre, Film,
and Dance, French, Music, Environmental Resources
Engineering,
Philosophy,
Liberal
Studies
Elementary
Education, Nursing, Fisheries Biology, Oceanography,
Chemistry, Physics, Rangeland Resource Science, Computer
Information Systems, Computer Science.

correct

more

trouble

than it is worth. It does not
make anyone more tolerant or
understanding. People change their
word
choice
because
they are
afraid of getting slapped on the
wrist, not because they actually feel
that way. If anything, it highlights our
differences even more because we
invest so much energy into being
politcally correct. If we are so
carefully editing our words to suit
the wants of others, we may as well
toss our First Amendment rights
out the window

It boggles my mind that people
are self-censoring with politically

By Kaitlin Skeels

People

certain words because
the media tell them it
someone says a word
intend to offend you,
you take it personally?

An important thing to realize is
that most of the time people do
not intend to offend; they are just
unaware of the in-fashion, politically
correct term of the week. It seems
like this stuff changes all the time.
How are we supposed to know?

Piece of Crap

sometimes

with

free speech. | am not justifying being
hateful, but | most certainly believe
in the free marketplace of ideas. The
thought of anyone censoring speech
or using politically correct terms is
unacceptable. Whenever someone
says something | do not like, | just
remember that his or her right to
say it is a right that we both share.
The
whole
concept
of being
politically correct has gotten way
out of control. It creates a group

| urge you and your parents to request that no majors
be cut at the end of spring semester or in the summer. No
program should be eliminated when students and faculty
are not on campus!
Convey your concerns about program elimination to:
- Charles Reed Chancellor CSU: creed@calstate.edu
- Board of Trustees, CSU: bot@calstate.edu
- Rollin Richmond, President HSU: rollinr@humboldt.edu
- Bob Snyder, Provost HSU: ras | @humboldt.edu
- Saeed Mortazavi, Chair, Academic Senate HSU: sm5@
humboldt.edu
- Academic Senate members: mbs700!@humboldt.edu

Kaitlin Skeels may be contacted at
thejack@humboldt.edu

Dr. Kay LaBahn Clark,
German Major/Minor Program, eliminated summer, 2008
kjl3@humboldt.edu

COLUMN

STOP THE

CUTS

GOT ROOM FOR ONE
MORE?

By Zach St. George
Students

and

faculty

angry

about

budget

cuts

will

have

a

chance to have their voice heard this Thursday. Protesters
will gather at the Eureka Courthouse between 4 and 6 p.m.
The rally is part of state-wide demonstrations meant to
bring attention to the budget crisis facing public education.
Organizer and California Faculty Association co-president
Robin Meiggs said, “We're trying to bring attention to the
fact that public education in California has been cut so
deeply that its difficult to keep the doors open.”
Most K-12 public schools throughout the county will host
protests of their own. Meiggs is hoping that after starting at

the local schools protesters will go to Eureka, where they
can expect speakers and chanting.
HSU students can expect to see their school represented
by faculty and staff, but probably won't see members of the
administration. Meiggs asked President Rollin Richmond to

Sacramento and have room in your car, let us know
and we will spread the word to other students who

endorse the rally. Richmond

want to attend.

refused to support it.

There will be three buses taking students and faculty to the

courthouse.
They
at 6:15 p.m.

will leave at 3:45 p.m. and will come back

Anyone

with questions should

lf you

going

to

the

protest

Send your name, email address and how

We
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Money Makes The Game

Go Round

Kristina Naderi
Layout Editor
wT
At the heart of the sports department is the dedication and passion

count they can offer on medical pro-

of

This is known as the Blue Cross
Discount. Injuries are practically
inevitable in any sport. With this
discount athletes and the school can
save a large sums of money depending on the severity of the case.
“We're very fortunate to live in
a community with local businesses
that are very generous and that are

student

athletes

for

their

sport.

Oh, and endorsements. Lots and lots
of endorsements. In fact, in the past
athletic department
year the HSU
brought in around $1 million dollars
through fundraising, and $350,000
of that through corporate sponsorships.
The

has
ath etic department
than
more
of
support
the
gathered
50 sponsors ranging from local businesses like Big Pete’s Pizza to con-

glomerates

like

Pepsi.

Businesses

can choose from three different advertising packages that the athletic
department offers with prices ranging from $2,500 to $10,000. But not
all transactions between sponsor and
HSU are necessairly cash exchanges.
As Associate

Athletic

Director Tom

Trepiak explained there are various
forms of corporate partnership between the school and endorser
“Some
like to donate
cash,
which we put towards scholarships
for the athletes. Other times we have
companies that, instead of giving
us money, provide other services or
goods in which we return with signage or ticket packages to games,”
he said.
These types of corporate partner

ships are known
The labor that
vamped softball
by Danco, a local
pany,

1S a perfect

as ‘in-kind’ deals.
went into the refield that was done
construction com-

partment.

The athletic
department
will
not accept all forms of sponsorship,
however.

“We
having

cannot

advertise anything

to do with

A strange sponsor

the

and

it’s just

a rule the school wants us to follow,” said Trepiak. “We advertise
Six Rivers [Brewery,]| but they're
also a restaurant.” And as stipulated
by

the

NCAA, no college

is allowed

to take endorsements from tobacco
companies or businesses promoting

Humboldt

amongst

Creamery

in

through

“We

scholarships
all these

honestly

ate Win-Win

We're
we're

hospital,

nity,” said Collen.

Mad River provides the
with the best possible dis-

just

situations

signs, but a vital one nonetheless
In return for advertising the

athletes

[alcohol;]

year.

Mad

Hospital.

Pepsi

partnership with HSU’s athletic de-

Rivet

is

$1,000.

President of Danco, on his corporate

ated

Arena

Redwood Bowl
sign is valued at

and

in the

Another major
Lumberjack

CEO

illuminated

Lumberjack

be seen

Johnson,

$600,000

adver-

tises Danco with signs by Redwood

can

it,’ said Dan

whose

in-

department

sign

do

sponsor

an

For the company’s

and inside

ics,” said
Athletic Director Dan
Collen.
“I’ve been living in Humboldt
county my whole life and a huge
part of this community is HSU. HSU
makes Arcata what it is, | doubt
there would be an Arcata without
it. | wanted to give back and I felt
like this would be a good place to

Arena.

of

kind partnership.

Bowl

willing to help with student athlet-

gambling
Probably the greatest reward
that’s taken from all this revenue
generated through this partnerships
is the scholarships that are created
for the student athletes.
Around

example

work

the athletic

cedures.

looking
looking

deals

want

was

cre-

this past

to cre-

for everyone.

out for our kids and
out for the commu-

US

Cellular

SIX RIVERS
BREWERY,

toate
SUEST
rs

iad River

onummunity
lasprtat

Kristina Naderi may be contacted at
thejack@humboldt.edu
|) The backlit wall signs at Lumberjack Arena are valued at $2,500.The rotating monitor signs in the middle are valued
at $1,500. 2)The Pepsi sponsored scoreboard. Because of the partnership with Pepsi, the athletic department recieves
$15,000 cash just for scholarships alone. 3)To get an advertisement on a floor seat, companies must sign a deal to
advertise for four years paying $5,000 per year. The bleachers were an in-kind deal withSecurity National company. Valued
at $200,000.| Photos by Travis Turner
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“Transfer Dont Isolate”
HSU Workout

Guide:

Part One

Upper Body Push
Lifts

Kim

7

aid

7

tH

| |

|

Exercises

Staff Writer

Lumberjack

|

lsolation

Carroll

With Spring Break right around
the corner, many HSU students are
going to put their rain coats in the
closet, shake the dust off their swimsuits and take off for sunny weather.
With that in mind, there is no better
time to get in the gym and shape up
that perfect “beach bod” with the

Bench

Upper Body

Press

ry

Iron Workout.

Toning up the arms and shoulders
is a good start to getting your body
beach-ready. Strength and conditioning coach Drew Peterson has the perfect blend of lifts that work several
muscles in the upper body.
“Your body is made to transfer
energy not isolate it, so you need to
start with workouts that target several
muscles,” said Peterson of a main
philosophy in the HSU weight room.
In order to transfer and not isolate
that energy, Peterson suggests starting your workout with a push-lift,
and finishing it with a pull or isolation exercise.
For example, start your
workout with bench presses and follow it with some dumbbell curls or
bent rows.
“We call them beauty lifts. Triceps
and biceps workouts are to look pretty; beach workouts,” said junior

HSL

football player Kevin Duley. “If you
start with bench press, you will see
more results after other triceps and
biceps workouts.

Peterson
that

solely

and
doing

Duley
isolation

both

warn

exercises

(i.e. bicep curls, lateral pull, bent rows
and push-ups) will not give you those
sculpted arms you're striving for.
“We always see guys coming In
here making the same mistake of doing all isolation

Military Press
Pictured: Journalsim senior Mat Smith and Graduate
Student and Strength & Conditioning Assistant Jessica
‘JT’ Turner.| Travis Turner and Elizabeth Sorrel

exercises.

You

need

to do push-lifts and isolation exercises to see results,” said Peterson.
Strength and conditioning assistant coach Angela Dendas trains the
women’s soccer and basketball teams

here at HSU. She informs the ladies
out there that lifting is not just for
guys.
“Girls are always hesitant to lift
because they think they’re going to
get bigger, but that won’t happen,”
said Dendas. “Women don’t have
the testosterone it takes to gain that
muscle mass.”
Women
and men develop the
same amount of muscle strength per
square inch, but men have 30 percent
more muscle in their upper bodies,
said Peterson. So with the help of
some bench press and lat-pulls, the
ladies can get that toned shape to
their arms and shoulders just as well
as any guy in the weight room.
For ideas on how many sets and
reps, Peterson set up an online workout sheet based on personal lifting
ability. With an easy, three step entry of your best power clean, bench
press and squat record, an electronically made workout sheet will appear with a weekly lifting schedule.
The program can be found on HSU’s
strength and conditioning website under “Conditioning Programs.”
I'ypically 3 sets of ten repitions
is a good base to start off with when
your just beginning to lift. Getting
into the gym three times a week ts the
best way to see those results. Lifting
weights increases muscle mass by
causing little tears in the fibers, and
when they fix themselves they increase in size and strength.
So when you decide to get in the
gym and pick up those weights, always remember Peterson’s guiding
weight room principle: “transfer not
isolate.” Start with bench presses to
get all those upper body muscles going and follow through with isolation

Bent

Row

exercises.
Lene

Kim Carroll may be contacted at
thejack@humboldt.edu

ae
eee eee

ee eam

Be advised that you should
| always stretch before and
after a workout to avoid
muscle pull or any other
form of injury.
—
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Tournament
HSU gets ready to host

played Softball?

Ahron

.. euer thought of umpiring the sport? |

the

TRAINING CLINIC for umpires
AND potential umpires will be held
LAUT KOr-] CM laTe Melb TAT eL-] ep

MARCH 13% -- 14" in Arcata
Instructors are nationally trained collegiate, high school,
FIOM blem lela Mela
eg as)

For further information, call (70?) 502-9361
or Email: umpiringisgreat
@ gmail.com

for 2010 California i

at a neutral

site,

but

HSI

Athletic

said Collen.
CCAA awarded HSU the tournament after a
The
5-4 vote “| think it will be easier next year because of
all the revenue we will generate,” said Collen.
Last year, the tournament took place on Cal
State San Bernardino’s campus, and the school sold

This is an official ASA Umpire Clinic, and also qualifies as fulfilling field
training ari

tournament

Director Dan Collen said the site double-booked. That
put HSU’ s bid back on the table
The argument against HSU hosting the tournaCollen’s opponents complained
ment had three parts.
about travel conditions, county politics and HSU’s
raucous basketball fans. It’s too long of a drive. The
Lumberjacks have
community is too liberal. And the
too much of an advantage when their fans get going.
But the fans turned out to be an advantage for
HSU in the eyes of the committee. Faithful fans fill
seats frequently. And that means basketball games
sell-out, which offsets the costs for traveling teams,

PSCee eel at ee

YaMSY-

Sherman

conCCAA
week’s
HSU made a bid to host this
ference basketball tournament five months ago. The
bid was denied.
Initially, the conference committee voted to have

recreationally, this could be the door to a neat part-time
job for many years to come..WHEREUER you live...
“Arcata . . Atlanta . . Timbuktu ..or Kalamazoo"

School Softball Officials

$13,000

worth

of

pre-sale

tickets.

This

year,

HSlt

sold $25,000 worth of pre-sale tickets. “Having the
tournament here is a win-win for everyone involved,”
said Collen.

Spr

.

What’s the big deal?

atk

ES

Got an opinion alsatit information
technology resources at HSU?
Want to add your voice to
designing the future shape

of IT support? Take this survey!
For students:
http://humboldt.edu/itsurvey/students

For staff, faculty
and administrators:
ieee

eer onlet eduitsumvey/employees

Yi
Please resp

r

Thawk
sg

jf

gE

tr

PU A

o

oe ae

HSU Information Technology Services
www.humboldt.edu/its

HSU
alumnus and former point guard Jeremiah
Ward knows tournament play well. His last game in
a Lumberjack uniform was a 68-66 loss to Cal State
San Bernardino in the 2007 NCAA
Division II West
Region Championship.
“We were up one. They took the ball out on the
sideline,” said Ward. “One of their players drove to
the hoop. We collapsed on him but he passed it out
to the perimeter. We challenged the guy’s shot but it
went in with only four seconds left.” The Lumberjacks
failed to get a shot off in the last seconds of regulation. The season was over and so was Ward’s career
as a student athlete.
The doorway to the West Region tournament ts
the
California
Collegiate Athletic Association’s tournament, which started yesterday and is in its second
year back after a 13-year hiatus. This is a great opportunity for the school, the community and the student
athletes, said Collen.
But the best opportunities in the tournament are
reserved for the players. Imagine you’re a college
basketball player. “Do you want to play in front of

200 people or 2,000?” asked Collen.

cy

ey WE

CCAA conference tournament

Staff Writer

a

If you Know the game, even by just playing

Time

Ward thinks both HSU teams can win the tournament. People expect the men’s team to win, though,
said Ward. Their defense is strong and they seem to
always get it done.
The women’s team, however, had a rough end to

their season. They

lost six of their last eight games

and had to battle through

several

injuries. “Injuries

are no excuse,” said Ward. “ Early in the season they
were winning despite the injuries.”
who announces women’s home games on
Ward,
the radio with J.B. Mathers, said he would not be surprised if they win the tournament, though. They have
a great team, said Ward.
Realistically, both HSU basketball teams could
win this tournament. But if they don’t, there are still
other opportunities for the school and the community

HSU saves money by hosting the tournament because the school doesn’t have to pay for travel. The
school also benefits because the tournament will
will not
make money for its local sponsors. HSU
make money on the tournament. But the school will
be reimbursed for the tournament’s operating costs,
said Collen.
Out-of-area teams will spend money in the community on hotels and food, said
Collen. Their players’ families and friends will spend more. Collen estimates that the tournament will generate $200,000 11
the community.
How

does the tournament

work?

Phere
are twelve teams
in the CCAA. The top eight
qualify for the three-round CCAA tournament. Teams
are seeded one through eight depending on their regular season records. The top four teams each hosted a
first round game against the bottom four teams at thei
respective campuses last night. But the
Lumberjack
went to print at the same time, so you will need to go
online for the results if you’re not in the know.
The four winners of the first-round games advance
to the semifinals, which take place at
Lumberjack
Arena this Friday. According to athletic department
website, the first women’s game starts at 12:30 p.m
and the second at 3 p.m. The first men’s game tips-off
at 5:30 p.m. and the second at 8:00 p.m
The winners of Friday’s games advance to
Saturday’s championships.
The women’s championship starts at 5:00 p.m. and the men’s championship
starts at 7:30 p.m.
The champions earn automatic invitations to
the NCAA
Division II] West Region tournament,
which puts them six wins away
from National
Championships.
Ward said the HSU men’s team already clinched
a spot in the West Region tournament because their
20-6 record is among the best in the west, and not just
tops in the conference.
HSU’s women’s team is not as fortunate. One
more loss ends their season, But a
CCAA championship extends it.

Ahron Sherman may be contacted at

thejack@humboldt.edu
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Blyth R. Colbert Jr.
Staff Writer
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Eight women sit in a boat and work together
as one: one catch, one suspend, and one end.
This is HSU women’s rowing team.
Joscelyn Sanchez, one of the most dedicated
women on the rowing team, is in her final year

[|| 686 F Street, Suite aD,, prmate

Now Open Sundays

Monday - Sunday

9AM - 9PM
Family Atmosphere

at HSU.
Coming back from red shirting last year, she
is very determined. Sanchez is from Riverside
and attended Martin Luther King High School
where she played basketball, softball and golf.
HSU caught her eye because of the biology
department. As a marine biology senior at HSU,

"
Dine

got

into crew

becaue

she was

We now have omelets w/

Chile Relleno
made fresh daily
authentic menudo

too

686 F Street (by Safeway)

before.

826-2572
www.ricostacostaqueria.com

“| was never an aggressive competitor and |
felt that I wouldn’t fit with the level of competition the players on the team had,” Sanchez said
She then received a crew flyer and went to
the crew meeting. The rest is history.
“I chose to redshirt because | am not a quitter,” said Sanchez.
“Due to a personal incident
a semester
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but

both
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that
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Sanchez

complished a lot compared to other college athletes
in different sports.
Varsity Captain Ashley Donnell is in her third
year as a member of
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Party

(punk rock)

Parenthood

Alibi Lounge and
Restaurant

Mad River Brewing 195
Taylor Way, Blue Lake,

Ragg’s Rack Room
615 5th St.

Arcata

668-5680

Eureka

Stand Up For
Public Education

Jello Wrestling
Extravaganza

The Homecoming
7:30 p.m. $10/$8 HSU/

415 5th St.
Eureka

826-3928
HSUStage.blogspot.com

4-8:p.m.

10:30 pm.$5

9pm. $5
Red Fox Tavern

4-6 p.m.
Front of Eureka

Courthouse
Humboldt.sge@gmail

Colbie

Caillat

CASINO
# HOTEL

© WWW.MYSPACE.COM/WAVELOUNGE

9 p.m. $5

Seniors
Studlo Theater at HSU

Tim’m West Poetry
Reading

8 p.m $28/$25 HSU

VanDuzer

Mon

Petite Chou

(French-Canadian)

HSU

HSU Library Fishbowl

3-4 p.m. Free

7:30 p.m. free / all ages

826-3928

(Room 209).
826-5656

Sth & | St Arcata
822-2228

Cafe Mokka

S
Moo-got-2

Boom Drop

Social Justice
HSU’s
Summit presents

KnowaKnowone+ others

Fair Game?

9:30 p.m. $10

costume

| p.m. /all ages.

Arcata Theatre Lounge,

Red Fox Tavern

Arcata Theatre Lounge,

1036G

415 Sth St

1036 G

599-1668

9 p.m.

$12/$7 with

Eureka

599-1668

Night Fundraiser

The Hard Ride/
Electric Jellyfish,

Deep Groove
Society +

9 p.m. -12 a.m. $6
Mazzotti's onthe Plaza

(rock)
5 p.m.

The Rubberneckers
9p.m. $5

Arcata

Lil’ Red Lion

Jambalaya

Eureka

707-822-4766

Quiz Nite

Open Jam with

Amateur

Comedy

362-6563

1506 5th St.

Nicotine

Arcata

Anonymous

7 p.m. $2 Pool

1 ip.m. $3

Blondies 420 E.

8 p.m.

Jambalaya
Arcata

California Ave.
822-3453

Boiler Room
3534 Broadway

822-4766

King Bee

Eureka
707-443-5464

Latino Film
Festival

North Coast
Jazz

Cardio Zumba
5:30-6:30 p.m.

The Pack A.D.
(punk blues)

6 p.m. $6
Minor Theater

7p.m. Free
Six Rivers Brewery

Humboldt
Wellness Center

Arcata

11 p.m. $3
Jambalaya

Mckinleyville

5050 Valley East

476-4324

839-7580

Bivd., Arcata
498-5474

Daze
Blues andPop \ Back inESSNthe RaW
WAVE

EVENTS

ted

rete

9.10

Arcata

707-822-4766
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CLASSIFIEDS
Wanted

Miscellaneous
|

SUPPORT

GROUPS

Health

FOR WOMEN

be

|

Be
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|

|

who have survived / are surviving
unhealthy or abusive relationships.

a
| |
|

=
| |

International jewelry

|

SELF-CARE, SELF-LOVE, & DOMESTIC
VIOLENCE FORUM Fridays 12-1:30
& Thursdays 6-7:30p. FREE therapeutic
children’s playgroup:A fun place for
kids to be kids and express themselves,

company based in Arcata
seeks experienced graphic

|

|
|

includes specially planned activities and
4 nutritious snack. Space is limited, call

|

|
|

designer for in-house
Creative Services

|
|
|
|

ie

including design of branding,|
packaging, signage, catalogs, |

|

sample boards, websites,
presentations and more.
4-year design or art degree

|
|

eu

ege
,
ae

TIME

Creative Suite experience |
required. Prefer at least 2
years on-the-job experience
in a design-related field.
Must be organized, detailoriented, able to work well
alone or as a team, able to
handle stress associated
with tight deadlines in a fastpaced fashion environment,
must have excellent

TRAVELER

GIFT

|
in manifestation and maintence, quantum
| physics, time and ages, traveling in the inner worlds.Call for
appointment. 442-6829

SHOP

Herbal spice incense, assorted aromas. The Time Traveler
Giftshop. 1020 8th Street, Arcata (behind the Co-Op).
Open Wednesday through Saturday 12 ‘til 5 p.m., since 1986.
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* MANDARIN

We have the largest

VEGETARIAN

ee

* DIM-SUM

2 [..

MENU

|

eryry

in town!

Bring this ad and get

10%

“2

off*

your take-out or dine-in order!
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Fine Chinese Cuisine on
the Plaza...

HUNAN
al

761 8th St.
On the Arcata Plaza

PLAZA

sans

ROGERSRENTALS.

time management and

2)

COM

TIN

CAN

MAILMAN

interpersonal skills. Full-time

position with competitive

|

wages and benefits. Some
travel may be required.
Please email resume and

Sheesh!
The best places do go early. | |
Check out the website.
| |

samples
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HUNAN * CANTON *PEKING

|

=

and extensive Adobe

portfolio

YOGA

Cosmic Mind Yoga, kundalini yoga bares
great fruit. Guided visual meditation classes

Es

no later than 2 hours prior to RSVP. For
more information/directions please call: 866-668-6543

department. Primary duties |
|
|
|

MIND
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| CREATIVE SERVICES
|
DESIGNER

COSMIC

June rentals already?

to hr@

|

COM
cee

aie

of

10th

&

822-1307

CHINESE

w

or reservations

RESTAURANT

i)

TEXTBOOKS for cash
or trade credit. Huge
selection, open daily.
Corner

Call for to-go orders

m

=| | BUYS BOOKS, including

ROGERSRENTALS.

tomasjewelry.com
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Closed
Mondays

ae

H Arcata
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|
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*does not include gratuity. One coupon per visit please

Heenan

Wednesday 3/8
Science Fiction Pint & Pizza
w/ Journey To The Center Of Time & Things To Come
6 p.m. - 10 p.m.

LERLMA Ld
Ocean Night Film Screening: Tapped
Doors at 6:30 p.m. $3 All ages
POLL med be}
Skatepark Benefit 80's Skate Night
w/

movies & 8O's metal tribute band

Ass Castle

Doors at 6 p.m. $6 all ages

YI

1
eyes: |i

Knowa

Knowone,

Kitty D, DJ T-dUb & Dylan (visuals)

LOD

AOR

noon-8pm
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Social Justice Summit presents Fair Game
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Hosted by
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Tim'm West
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? Citta,
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1065 K Street
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\The Stairwell Sisters, Striped Pig String Band

WN

piercing too!

Arcata,CA = 707-825-TAT2
AncientArtsArcata.com
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Wejhavelover

and Huckleberry Flint
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OpenAll Mic | Tournament
Fooseball | od want to i

iSeth Bernard &
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PRIVATE OUTDOOR HOT TUBS
TRADITIONAL SAUNA CABINS

We have Five Fingers
Vibram Shoes

AND TUBS
ba)

Cole

Sun-Thurs:

noon - |Ipm

Fri-Sat: noon - lam
COFFEEHOUSE

OPEN EVERY DAY
(INCLUDING SUNDAYS & HOLIDAYS
CORNER 5TH & J. ARCATA
822-2228 FOR RESERVATIONS

ARCATA, CA

Open daily Mon-Sat

:9-6,Sun: 10-5
650 10th St. Arcata
One blo ck Nor th of the Plaza at 10th
and F
707.822.4673 WWW.ADVEN’ r URE SEDGE.COM

